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In June, Vietnam took the longawaited step and sent a draft decree that
could pave the way for locals to gamble to the National Assembly.
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There’s been much speculation over the impact a change in the law will
have for both Vietnam and neighboring Cambodia’s casino industries and
whether Vietnam will finally be able claw back revenues lost over the
border.
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Though details of the draft and timeframes of when it may be enacted are
hazy, Vietnam’s deputy director of the Ministry of Finance’s Lottery and
Gambling Division was quoted in local media as saying, “we hope that this
will be the last draft.”
http://www.igamix.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/VietnamCambodiatolockhornsovermassplay_AGB.htm
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The bill aims to give the country a competitive edge over Cambodia, which
draws busloads of Vietnamese everyday to its ramshackle casinos in the
border town of Bavet. Local media has reported that Vietnam will rake in
$800 million a year in state revenue if it allows locals to play.
Michael Kelly, executive chairman of the board of Asian Coast
Development Ltd, the master developer of the Ho Tram Strip in Ba Ria
Vung Tau province, says revoking the ban would “change the face” of
Vietnamese gaming and put an end to underground operations, and
money leaving to regional rivals.
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“With a heavy reliance upon Vietnamese players, it would be fair to say
that casinos on the border and generally around Cambodia would find
themselves having to compete with domestic enterprises to attract
players,” Kelly said.
Similarly, Citi Research said in a note that the draft decree “could create
threats” to Cambodia’s leading casino, NagaWorld, in Phnom Penh.
Players from Vietnam represent between 10 to 20 percent of Naga’s mass
players, according to Citi estimates.
“If the Vietnamese government allows locals to play in Vietnam, Naga
could see a lot less crossborder Vietnamese players.”
But given the Vietnamese market’s average wealth is below that of
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Recent local media reports in Cambodia have cited border casino
operators expressing concern that a gaming law in Vietnam will deal a
heavy blow to an already ailing industry.
“Yes, the law would likely make it difficult for Cambodian border casinos,”
Ros Phirun, deputy director of the financial industry department of
Cambodia’s Ministry of Economy and Finance, told local media.
However, some industry insiders say the local market that Vietnam’s
government will seek to attract to its casinos will be markedly different
from those playing at the border, or in NagaWorld.
Ben Lee, managing partner of IGamiX management and consulting, says
the government will want to attract wealthy players who are less likely to
develop social problems than the lowspenders who go to Cambodia.
But a prominent industry executive, who declined to be named, said
Cambodia’s border business will surely lose traffic given the convenience
of gambling at home.
However, even if the law is changed and the local ban is lifted, it will not
be a freeforall scenario among gaming operators and players, which
could stymie some of the local market’s potential.
http://www.igamix.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/VietnamCambodiatolockhornsovermassplay_AGB.htm
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Only wealthy patrons, who will possibly be charged an entry fee and have
to apply for membership, will be allowed in casinos. Similarly, the
government will be selective in who gets local gaming licenses, while
burdensome investment requirements will still be imposed with the new
draft, said the source.
The draft proposes halving the investment threshold for new casinos
looking to operate tables from $4 billion to $2 billion. But some say this
only applies to locallybacked developers, and foreign investors will still
have to invest a minimum of $4 billion.
Getting a license and being qualified to offer local gaming remains a risky
bet at this stage, the source said. “Nobody is going to qualify for local play
unless you’ve got that $2 billion in the ground already or your license has
been issued,” said the source.“Qualified is one thing and receiving play is
another.”
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